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Discursive constructions of language and identity: 
Parents’ perspectives in London Turkish complementary schools

Abstract
In this paper, I draw on interview data to explore parents’ constructions of language and identity in two London Turkish complementary schools. I examine parents’ evaluative talk about standard Turkish, Cypriot-Turkish and other regional varieties of Turkish, the cultural values they attach to them and images of personhood these invoke. I demonstrate how parents brought up in Turkey and Cyprus tend to privilege standard Turkish and acknowledge the crucial role Turkish complementary schools play as one of the key vehicles for its spread and promotion. Some parents, however, especially those politically active in promoting Cypriot-Turkish language, culture and history to the British-born generation, voice an alternative discourse where Cypriot-Turkish is intimately linked to their sense of self. Moreover, I investigate parents’ perspectives of their children and of their own Turkish language competence- in the case of parents brought up in the UK. I illustrate how their Turkish and their children’s are compared against a “native” speaker norm firmly located in the countries of origin. The parents’ accounts show how different self- and other- ascriptions of proficiency in Turkish are linked to claims of or lack of “Turkishness”, largely shaped by their migration histories and narratives, personal and professional transnational experiences.  
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1. Introduction
Complementary schools are voluntary schools whose primary purpose is to maintain and develop the community language, culture and history among the younger generation (see papers in Martin & Creese 2006, Lytra & Martin 2010, He & Xiao 2008). Complementary schools depend on high family involvement. Parents come to play a variety of interconnected roles: they may act as volunteer teachers and school administrators, they may initiate after-school clubs, such as folk dance, music and arts clubs, religious instruction and history clubs, or they may teach support classes in mainstream school subjects (e.g. English, Maths or Science). They may run library schemes with books in the community language that would have been otherwise hard to access and football and other sports clubs. They may also organize the school canteen, fund-raising and other social events with the purpose of developing the school’s links with the broader community it serves as well as the majority society. Family involvement has the effect of transforming complementary schools from merely an institutional site for the transmission of the community language and culture to the next generation to an important social, linguistic and cultural resource as well as opening up a space of socialization for the children and parents who participate in them (Creese et al 2008; Blackledge and Creese 2010; Li Wei and Wu 2010). 
While complementary schools depend on parents’ commitment and on-going support, their experiences and perspectives on the role of complementary schools in developing their children’s community language, culture, and identity are often neglected in the research literature (but see Blackledge and Creese 2008; Blackledge and Creese 2010 for notable exceptions). In this paper, I draw on interview data to explore parents’ constructions of language and identity in two London Turkish complementary schools. Turkish complementary schools in London are linguistically, culturally and ethnically complex sites of engagement, which draw together families of Turkish-Cypriot origin as well as families from mainland Turkey. Increasingly, they cater for families who have experienced secondary migration via other European Union countries and mixed heritage families. 
Against this background, I draw on interview data to explore parents’ constructions of language and identity in two London Turkish complementary schools. I examine parents’ evaluative talk about standard Turkish, Cypriot-Turkish and other regional varieties of Turkish, the cultural values they attach to them and images of personhood these invoke. I demonstrate how parents brought up in Turkey and Cyprus tend to privilege standard Turkish and acknowledge the crucial role Turkish complementary schools play as one of the key vehicles for its spread and promotion. Some parents, however, especially those politically active in promoting Cypriot-Turkish language, culture and history to the British-born generation, voice an alternative discourse where Cypriot-Turkish is intimately linked to their sense of self. Moreover, I investigate parents’ perspectives of their children and of their own Turkish language competence- in the case of parents brought up in the UK. I illustrate how their own Turkish and their children’s are compared against a “native” speaker norm firmly located in the countries of origin. The parents’ accounts show how different self- and other- ascriptions of proficiency in Turkish are linked to claims of or lack of “Turkishness”, largely shaped by their migration histories and narratives, personal and professional transnational experiences.  




By illustrating parents’ competing discourses about language and identity in Turkish complementary schools, this paper seeks to contribute to what Francis et al. (2009) have referred to as a shortcoming of much research on complementary schooling: 
what is often overlooked in commentary on complementary ‘mother-tongue’ schooling is the highly politicized and stratified nature of language, and its power as a system of reification and/or marginalization. Schools tend to teach a particular language (at least primarily), presenting unity where actually there may be diversity, and reifying one language at the expense of others (: 521). 
Far from providing monoglossic accounts of language and identity, the parents’ perspectives are multivocal, illustrating the different ways language can express identity and belonging for parents brought up in Turkey, Cyprus and the UK.  
2. Theoretical framework
Recent research in bilingualism/multilingualism has taken a critical turn interrogating the examination of language as fixed, bounded units associated with a particular code and community and focusing instead on “language practices [that] are socially and politically embedded” (Heller 2007:1; Blackledge and Creese 2010; Jørgensen 2010). In this body of research, language is seen as 
a set of resources which circulate in unequal ways in social networks and discursive spaces and whose meaning and value are socially constructed within the constraints of social organizational processes, under specific historical conditions (Heller 2007: 2). 
This understanding of language constructs language as a “fundamentally social phenomenon” (: ibid). It allows us to investigate how parents’ beliefs and feelings about standard Turkish and its varieties are shaped by dominant language ideologies in the countries of origin (Turkey and Cyprus) and the London diaspora, including Turkish complementary schools, and how parents’ perspectives come to reproduce them or struggle against them. Irvine and Gal (2000) identify three semiotic processes of language ideology, which are also relevant to this study. The first process is that of iconization which
involves a transformation of the sign relationship between linguistic features (or varieties) and the social images with which they are linked. Linguistic features that index social groups or activities appear to be iconic representations of them, as if a linguistic feature somehow depicted or displayed a social group’s inherent nature or essence (2000: 37).
The second process of fractal recursivity “involves the projection of an opposition, salient at some level of relationship, onto some other level”. The third process of erasure “is a process in which ideology […] renders some persons or activities invisible. […] a social group or language may be imagined as homogeneous, its internal variation disregarded” (: 38). In examining parents’ beliefs I ask how standard Turkish, Cypriot-Turkish and other regional varieties of Turkish are represented; what is erased in these representations, by whom and what social personae and social identities are indexed through the different social values attached to the standard and its varieties. 
I take a constructionist perspective to identity, which is premised on a view of identity as emergent and situationally contingent. In accordance with a constructionist perspective, identity is seen as 
… an emergent construction, the situated outcome of a rhetorical and interpretative process in which interactants make situationally motivated selections from socially constructed repertoires of identificational and affiliational resources and craft these semiotic resources into identity claims for presentation to others (Bauman 2000:1).
This view affords the examination of how parents use evaluative talk about standard Turkish and its varieties as well as about their children and of their own Turkish language proficiency to construct a sense of who they are, their “Turkishness” or lack of “Turkishness”. It is worth noting that while these identity positionings may emerge in the parents’ talk-in-interaction, they may well have been reiterated in other interactional moments and in that sense may be quite well established (cf. Simpson 2011). Moreover, while parents are seen as active agents in the interactionally achieved social construction of meaning, it is important to recognize the power relations in which identities are enmeshed that serve to reproduce particular identities by privileging some while marginalizing others (Bucholtz & Hall 2005). A focus on the relational dimension of identity categories, through the parents’ self- and other- ascriptions, illustrates the complexity of how identities are constructed through language.
3. Reasearch approach and methods 
This paper is part of a larger research project, which explored multilingualism and identity construction in complementary schools in four ethno-linguistic minority communities in the UK (ESRC, RES-000-23-1180). The research project took an ethnographically informed case study approach which sought to bring to the fore the voices and experiences of key actors, namely children, parents, teachers and school administrators in Bengali schools in Birmingham, Chinese (Cantonese and Mandarin) schools in Manchester, Gujarati schools in Leicester and Turkish schools in London (Creese et al 2008). The present paper reports on the Turkish case study only. 
The research project drew on team ethnography, the process of doing ethnography in teams, with the purpose of bringing together a variety of different, complementary but also competing voices and perspectives in order to best represent the research participants (Creese et al 2008). Researchers were paired with at least one researcher being bilingual in English and the community language in each site. In the Turkish case study which is of interest to us here, we were three researchers; the second researcher had to withdraw from the study for family reasons and a third researcher was recruited towards the end of the study. The author is bilingual (in Greek and English), has a good knowledge of Turkish language and culture and has worked with and researched Turkish-speaking children in Greece. The other two researchers were bilingual in Turkish and English. The first researcher had experience teaching Turkish-speaking young people in Higher Education in Cyprus and the second researcher had significant teaching experience in London Turkish complementary schools and with Turkish-speaking children in British mainstream schools.  
Two Turkish complementary schools were selected as part of the aforementioned research project: one school was located in East London and the other in West London. In both schools, we observed, audio, and where possible, video-recorded interactions during lessons, break-times, school assemblies and other formal school-sponsored events (e.g. end-of- year and national celebrations). We also interviewed children, parents, teachers and members of the two schools’ managing committees. This paper focuses on the voices of the parents through their interviews. Six interviews were made with parents, which were conducted towards the end of the fieldwork, after researchers had got to know them and establish a certain degree of familiarity. Four interviews were with mothers (including a joint interview with two mothers) and two were with fathers. Three of the mothers were parents of children who participated in the research project. Besides their role as parents some volunteered as teachers and/or school administrators. Overall, parents had different migration trajectories and narratives, personal and professional experiences and educational backgrounds, which largely shaped their beliefs and views in their interviews. 
The interviews were elicited at the parents’ home or at school and each lasted for about an hour. A set of questions was devised that sought to explore the following topics: background, language use, views on language learning and proficiency, language and identity and links between complementary and mainstream schools. The questions, however, were not rigidly followed and the interviews largely developed based on the interviewees’ responses. All parents showed a warm interest in the project and were keen to share their views and narratives with the researchers. The parents also asked a lot of questions about the researchers’ backgrounds and lives. In many ways the interviews resembled an informal social encounter rather than a formal interview, although this informality did not erase possible social distance between the interviewers and the interviewees. 
4. The context 
The diversity of Turkish-speaking communities has been well documented (e.g. Küçükcan 1999; Issa 2005, 2008; Mehmet-Ali 2001). The Turkish-speaking communities in the UK are comprised of Cypriot-Turks, Turks and Kurds from mainland Turkey and more recently Turkish-speaking peoples who have immigrated to the UK via other European Union countries. Around 180,000-200,000 Turkish-speaking people live in the UK, mainly in the Greater London area. Besides the diversity evident in their migration trajectories, there are further divisions within the Turkish-speaking communities along the lines of language, social class, economic activity, educational background and achievement, religious and political affiliation. 
Most Turkish complementary schools were set up from the early 1980s onwards. Like many complementary schools worldwide, Turkish schools are independent, non-profit organizations, which are financed almost exclusively through school fees and community-based fundraising activities. The Ministries of Education of Turkey and the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus supply a limited number of teachers on five-year appointments and provide some teaching materials free of charge (e.g. books and workbooks). 
The two schools in the research project were founded in the late 1980s. “East London” Turkish School attracts children and families living mainly in North, North East and East London where Turkish-speaking communities have traditionally settled and continue to live. At the time of the fieldwork it had about 250 registered pupils. Most of the children were of Cypriot-Turkish background, although there were some children whose families came from mainland Turkey. “West London” Turkish School had a larger catchment area with families traveling from West and North West London and its environs. At the time of the fieldwork there were about 110 registered children. The majority of the children’s families were from mainland Turkey with almost half of the children of mixed heritage.
Regardless of the linguistic, cultural and ethnic diversity of the families, standard Turkish is used for literacy teaching in Turkish complementary schools. As discussed in Lytra (2010), children may have differential access and competence to standard Turkish and its regional varieties. Standard Turkish is based on the speech of the educated élites of Western Turkey. Its emergence and management was part of the process of nation building in the aftermath of the collapse of the Ottoman Empire and the establishment of the modern Turkish state in the 1920s. Its rapid spread and dissemination led to its use being traditionally associated with social prestige, education and economic mobility. Moreover, it has been intimately associated with the construction of the modern Turkish national identity. In recent years, it seems that the hegemony of standard Turkish particularly in Turkey has been eroded due to the increasing informalization of public discourse. For instance, the use of regional accents in media and popular culture discourses is now widely seen as the norm and is no longer stigmatized (Ipek Akpinar, personal communication). 
Cypriot-Turkish and its varieties diverge significantly from the standard in terms of vocabulary, syntax, morphology and phonology. They emerged and developed in Cyprus from the Ottoman conquest in 1571 onwards. The divergence from the standard has been the result of long-term contact with Cypriot-Greek and more recently with English (from 1878 to 1960) on the island of Cyprus (Issa 2005). Other (mainland) Turkish regional varieties have minor differences from standard Turkish confined mainly to the level of phonology (e.g. accents) and lexis. 
Among the Turkish-speaking communities in London, standard Turkish has developed into the lingua franca (Issa 2005), or as one Turkish language teacher put it “Türkçe ortak bir dil” <Turkish is the common language>. Regardless of the high social prestige accorded to the standard, regional varieties of Turkish enjoy symbolic power and socio-economic value in intra-community relations and communication and in the “ethnic” economy of north London (Issa 2005). Equally importantly, they provide affective links between their users and their families’ places of origin in Turkey and Cyprus. 
5. Findings: Parents’ competing constructions of language and identity 
5.1 Language use in Turkish complementary schools: An overview
Recent research in Turkish complementary schools has shown that the default pattern of formal classroom talk between teachers and pupils during the lesson was standard Turkish and its varieties. Teachers repeatedly reminded children to “speak Turkish” <Türkçe konuş> and discouraged the use of English in pupil-teacher talk. During literacy teaching, children focused on learning to read and write in the standard. Teachers engaged in pedagogic practices, such as overt correction of regional accents and the avoidance of the use of Cypriot-Turkish vocabulary in literacy work, which perhaps inadvertently reinforced the hierarchical relationship between standard Turkish and other regional varieties (Creese et al 2007, Lytra and Baraç 2008, Lytra et al 2010). At the same time, teachers exhibited a certain “pragmatic flexibility” and sometimes endorsed the mixing of linguistic resources in order to engage children in the teaching and learning process (Lytra and Baraç 2009; also Martin et al 2006). Nevertheless, standard Turkish retained its institutional authority and recognition over other varieties of Turkish, regardless of efforts to support Cypriot-Turkish and redress its marginalization in complementary school classrooms (cf. Issa 2005). 
The institutional recognition of standard Turkish is further reinforced by the fact that exam credentials in Turkish (General Certificate of Secondary Education [GCSE] and A level) are in the standard. Parents were keen for their children to obtain exam credentials in Turkish, which were promoted by key actors in Turkish complementary schools, as a vehicle for accessing higher education and the professions. Besides instructional exchanges whose purpose was to teach literacy in the standard, language use was less policed and more flexible with parents and children drawing on the full range of their linguistic resources (e.g. regional varieties of Turkish, English) depending on context and participants (Creese et al 2007). 
5.2 “Normal”, “educated”, “clean”, “proper” Turkish: Social values and images of personhood
In their interviews, parents spoke at length about their family commitment to maintain and enhance their children’s Turkish. We observed that they did not seem to distinguish between standard Turkish, Cypriot-Turkish and other regional varieties of Turkish, unless the interviewer explicitly asked them to. Instead, parents regardless of where they were brought up tended to refer to their own and their children’s Turkish linguistic repertoires with the all-inclusive generalized category of  “Türkçe” <Turkish>. For instance, a number of parents, including parents brought up in the UK, repeatedly voiced their concern that “our Turkish will be lost” in the next generation of British-born children or that “it’s sad if you don’t know your language because it is a loss”. The impreciseness and all-inclusiveness of Turkish or “our language” does not, however, imply that this is seen as a neutral, value-free category too. Moreover, while Turkish complementary schools may seek to present a unity through the teaching and learning of standard Turkish and to marginalize Cypriot-Turkish and other regional varieties of Turkish during literacy teaching, the parents’ perspectives paint a more complex picture. Indeed, as the following interview excerpts reveal, depending on their migration trajectories, personal or professional transnational experiences parents attributed different and at times competing values to linguistic forms associated with standard Turkish and its regional varieties. 
Feride Hanım was the mother of one of the children who participated in the research project. She was born in a village near Aksaray, in Central Turkey and came to London as a young bride in the early 90s to join her husband and his family who had immigrated from the same village. She had primary school education, was a homemaker and had three children. Below, she identifies learning the language of education, which since the inception of the modern Turkish state has been associated with standard Turkish, as the main reason for sending her children to Turkish school: 
Excerpt 1
Interviewer: Peki Türk okuluna göndermeyi istiyorum diyorsunuz ama sebebi ne, yani niçin göndermek istersiniz? <you said you want to send your children to Turkish school, but for what reason, why do you want to do that?>
Feride Hanım: Sebebi ne? Normal konuşmaylan okula gitmenin yani çok farkı var. Normal konuşmada yani bizim kendi konuşma türümüzü konuşuyor ama okula gittiğinde nasıl İngliliz de dilden alınca.  bir değisik Türk okulu, İngliliz okuluna gidince bir değisik <what is the reason? There is a difference between everyday normal speech and educated speech. A person talks like we do but when he goes to school, like learning English at school it’s different, when he goes to Turkish school like going to English school it’s different>
Interviewer: Hem okuması yazması daha eğitimli Türkçe <this person reads and writes in more educated Turkish>
Feride Hanım: Daha eğitimli, daha yani bilgiçli oluyor o yani. Birşeyler duymuş görmüş oluyor. Bizim konuşmamızla onun konuşmasının farkı oluyor <he becomes more educated more knowledgeable. He experiences things, he sees things. Unlike our speech, he speaks differently>
Feride Hanım juxtaposes the language of education with everyday normal speech, which depending on the speaker’s origin may carry distinct phonological and lexical features. Even though she views the everyday, accented Turkish of her place of origin in Central Turkey as “normal”, she explicitly associates a set of positive attributes to speakers of school (standard) Turkish: this person is “more educated, more knowledgeable”, “he experiences things, he sees things” and finally “he speaks differently” than those, she implies, who like herself perhaps have had limited schooling. Her representation of standard Turkish reveals how linguistic forms are seen as reflecting and articulating broader social personae, the semiotic process that Irvine and Gal (2000) refer to as iconization. The use of standard Turkish, therefore, indexes a social group of “more educated” and “more knowledgeable” people serving as an iconic representation. 
The positive values associated with the standard were echoed by other parents too, including parents of Cypriot-Turkish heritage who were brought up in Cyprus. Bedia Hanım was born in a village in Cyprus and moved to London in the mid 1980s, after she married her husband who was raised in the UK (of mixed Cypriot-Turkish and Spanish heritage). She trained at a secretarial college in Cyprus and then completed a childcare course in the UK. She worked as a volunteer nursery school teacher at the “East London” Turkish school and had a young daughter, who participated in the research project, and an older son studying at University. When the interviewer asks her about her Turkish language use, Bedia Hanım has this to say:
Excerpt 2
Bedia Hanım: Aslında temiz Türkçe konuşmayı beğeniyorum. Onun için öyle konuşmayı tercih ederim aslında <actually I love speaking clean/proper Turkish that’s why I prefer to speak that way>
Interviewer: evet <yes>
Bedia Hanım: Ama Kıbrıs tabii ki Kıbrıslı bir arkadaşımla konuşurken muhtemelen Kıbrıslı aksanımızı şeyimizi veriyoruz <however Cyprus, of course with a Cypriot friend of course when I’m talking to one of my Cypriot friends most probably we use our Cypriot accent>.
Interviewer: peki <right>
Bedia Hanım: yani devrik cümle konuşuyoruz <we use converted sentences>
Interviewer: ama insana göre <but depending on the interlocutor>
Using the metaphor of purity, Bedia Hanım identifies standard Turkish with “temiz” <clean/proper> Turkish, thereby implicitly positioning Cypriot-Turkish and other regional varieties as potentially “unclean” and “contaminated” by traces of other linguistic resources (cf. Heller 1999, 2007). At the same time, she concedes that her actual language use depends primarily on context and participants. For instance, she uses a Cypriot-Turkish accent or inverted sentences, which is a distinct syntactic feature of Cypriot-Turkish with her Cypriot-Turkish friends. In his discussion of the emergence of Received Pronunciation (RP) as a status symbol in Britain Agha (2003) explains the process by which positive attributes come to be associated with particular registers. He argues that the terms used to refer to registers are not neutral descriptors, but are part of a broader range of metadiscursive practices that attach cultural values to linguistic forms. In this context, standard Turkish is viewed as “clean/proper” implying that other varieties of Turkish are perhaps less so (cf. Lytra and Baraç 2008; Lytra et al 2010; also Issa 2008). 
While standard Turkish was ubiquitously associated with “clean/proper” Turkish and was promoted as the complementary schools’ language of instruction and communication during literacy teaching, we observed that a number of Cypriot-Turkish parents resisted the assumption that Cypriot-Turkish was perhaps less “clean/proper” than the standard. We observed that this was especially true for parents who were also politically engaged in supporting the development of Turkish-Cypriot among the young generation of British born children and the promotion of Cypriot-Turkish culture and history within the Turkish-speaking communities. 
Sabahattin Bey was from Cyprus and had moved to the UK in the late 1970s. He had worked for different local authorities and since the completion of his MA degree in Sports Education he had been working as a PE teacher and EMAG coordinator in a large multicultural north London secondary school. He was the head of the “East London” Turkish school’s managing committee and taught the GCSE class. His two children were young professionals who had studied Turkish at the “East London” Turkish school, where they had successfully prepared for their GCSE and A level exams in Turkish too. When asked about his Turkish language use he explains:
Excerpt 3
Sabahattin Bey: I am always careful not to use proper Turkish from Turkey in Cyprus. I always speak my language my Turkish, Cypriot dialect. 
Interviewer: ok
Sabahattin Bey: Even sometimes my daughters they speak my wife sometimes my wife works with Turkish women who came from Turkey, you know, I always say “come on speak your language why are you speaking Turkish like that”. 
Interviewer: ok, do you associate speaking Turkish from Turkey with a particular kind of person? 
Sabahattin Bey: let me give you an example when I went to university [in Istanbul] we were only three Turkish Cypriot students. A hundred and five students first year and only three of them were Turkish Cypriot and one day we were talking to each other two of us and one Turkish guy was listening to us and after ten minutes he said “excuse me why are you speaking Greek?” and I said “no we are not speaking Greek we are speaking Turkish our language. Do you understand me now?” and he said “yes but for the last ten minutes I didn’t understand anything”. I said “it’s none of your business we are talking in our language”. When I talked to Turkish people I spoke their way. When I went to the dernek <(Cypriot) association> my friend said “you go three months to Istanbul and you start speaking Turkish” and I said “look I’m living with them” because okulda kalırdım ben koğuşta <I lived at school in the dormitory>. I used to feel pressure to speak the language like them to understand each other. 
Sabahattin Bey elaborates on the positive values associated with the Cypriot dialect, which he refers to as “my language, my Turkish”. The use and repetition of the personal pronoun reveals the high emotional response statements about language use may trigger among parents. His strong affiliation with Cypriot-Turkish is exemplified through two accounts he shares with the interviewer. In the first account he describes how he admonishes his wife, who is also of Cypriot-Turkish origin but works as an interpreter and counselor with Turkish women from mainland Turkey for the local authority, for using  “proper” Turkish at home with the family instead of “her language”. In the second longer account, he recalls an incident that occurred when he was an undergraduate at the University in Istanbul and a fellow student from Turkey mistook the Cypriot-Turkish he was speaking with another Cypriot for Greek. 
In both accounts, through the use of direct speech he juxtaposes “his language” against “proper” Turkish or Turkish spoken in Turkey. Both accounts are about linguistic boundaries: the construction of both internal and external boundaries around language use. Boundaries are set by Sabahattin Bey internally in his interactions at home with family members, but also with friends and relatives in Cyprus where, as he explains, “I’m always careful not to use proper Turkish”. His language practices at home and in Cyprus reveal an on-going sense of urgency to protect and preserve Cypriot-Turkish against the encroachment of “proper” Turkish (cf. Yashin 2000). Indeed, as his friend’s chastising remarks seem to suggest “you go three months to Istanbul and you start speaking Turkish”, for certain Cypriot-Turks using “proper” Turkish in Cyprus among Cypriot-Turks may be associated with negative images of personhood. It appears to be seen as acting out a mainland Turkish social persona and by implication negating one’s local Turkish-Cypriot roots. In Lytra (2010), I discussed a similar case of language loyalty among Turkish-speaking families of Romany heritage living in Athens vis-à-vis the regional variety of Turkish they spoke at home.  I showed how “learning to speak ‘polite’ Turkish and replicating this speech form in the context of the Turkish-speaking community in Athens was associated first and foremost with people who ‘show off’ and put on airs” (: 75). I argued that by associating speakers of “polite” Turkish with negative images of personhood, community members in Athens sought to contest the prestige associated with the standard. 
Boundaries are also set externally by speakers of Turkish from Turkey. Sabahattin Bey explains the social pressure he and other Cypriot Turks felt to conform to standard language use when studying, living and working in Turkey, primarily for instrumental reasons, “to understand each other”.  Moreover, the Turkish speaker in Sabahattin Bey’s account does not seem to recognize Cypriot-Turkish as a regional variety of Turkish. Put differently, he seems to be disregarding the internal variation of Turkish and constructing it as a unity, the semiotic process Irvine and Gal (2000) refer to as erasure.  Instead, Cypriot-Turkish is treated as something alien to Turkish, as a foreign language (in this occasion as Greek). Both processes of boundary construction reveal the stratified nature of language and how it can be used as a system for inclusion and exclusion.
5.3 “Accented” Turkish, “native” speaker norms and claims of “Turkishness”
Regardless of where they were brought up, parents not only evaluated standard Turkish and its varieties linking them to different images of personhood but also routinely evaluated their children’s Turkish language use. We observed that the children’s Turkish was compared against a “native” speaker norm anchored in the country of origin (Turkey or Cyprus). It is worth noting that the “native” speaker norm was not associated with standard Turkish but with the local everyday Turkish spoken across different cities, towns and villages in Turkey and Cyprus. Feride Hanım, for instance, sums up her daughter’s conversational Turkish as follows:
Excerpt 4
Feride Hanım: Hiç bu İngilterede doğmuşa benzemiyor ki, konuşma şeyi yani <she doesn’t look like somebody who was born in England her way of talking>
Interviewer: Türkçesi güzel evet doğru <her Turkish is very good, true>
Feride Hanım: Düz yani ҫoğu aksanlı konuşuyor bu da normal yani <it’s straight I mean, many of them have an accent but hers is normal> 
 In this excerpt, Feride Hanım describes her daughter’s Turkish as “straight” and “normal”, thereby implicitly positioning other children’s Turkish, who have been born in the UK and whose Turkish may bear phonological or lexical traces of English as potentially “deviant” (cf. Heller 1999, 2007). Thus, an opposition is created between “straight/normal” and “accented” Turkish and language becomes a key characteristic, an icon, of the children’s “inherent nature or essence” (Irvine and Gal 2000: 37). Indeed, Feride Hanım explains that her daughter’s use of  “straight/normal” Turkish allows her pass off as somebody who has been born and brought up in the family’s village of origin. She supports her argument by recounting an encounter her daughter and her friends had with some English-speaking tourists at the family’s village of origin: 
Excerpt 5
Feride Hanım: Turistler geliyormuş, arkadaşları diyormuş ki ne diyormuş Türkçe konuşuyorsun yani yabancı değilsin, bu duruyormuş ben İngiltere’de doğdum demiş de (laughs). Onlara de gecen turistlere de demiş ben konuşayım siz duyun (laughs) Onlara şey konuşmuş, İngilizce konuşmuş, onlar demiş tamam yani ınandık (laughs) <once there were some tourists and her friends told her “what are you talking about you speak Turkish you’re not a foreigner” she told them “I was born in England” (laughs). She said “I shall speak to them you listen” (laughs). She spoke to the tourists, they spoke in English, they said “ok we believe you” (laughs)>
For Feride Hanim, her daughter’s accentless Turkish is a source of pride. It is also a marker of her proficiency in Turkish and of her local Turkish identity to the extent that it effaces a salient aspect of her personal identity, that is the fact that she was born and brought up in London and speaks English in equal measure, if not better according to the daughter’s self-reports. Therefore, speaking “straight/normal” Turkish becomes equated in the account with being Turkish as opposed to being a “foreigner”.  In other words, “native” speaker competence in Turkish is seen as constituting “Turkishness”, as a core property of the individual speakers which connects them to the national body of speakers of Turkish. 
The salience of Turkish language proficiency as perhaps one of the most- if not the most- significant delineator of Turkish identity was echoed in several interviews with parents brought up in Turkey, Cyprus and the UK. For instance, a number of parents commented on their children’s accented Turkish which was perceived as a possible barrier to returning and reestablishing themselves in the country of origin and as a potential source of shame or embarrassment for their children (see also Issa 2008). The intense emotional response that accented Turkish elicited is captured in the following excerpts. Bedia Hanim explains how her daughter reacted to family discussions about a possible return to Cyprus: 
Excerpt 6
Bedia Hanım: Kıbrıs’a bir konuşmamız olmuştu. Kıbrıs’a yerleşme konuşması aslında ama kızım ağlamaya başlamıştı çünkü Kıbrıs’a gidip yerleşmek istemiyor. Arkadaşlarım burda bırakamam. Oraya gittiğimde benimle Türkçemden dolayı alay edecekler diye şeyi olmuştu bir üzüntüsü olmuştu aslında <we had a discussion about moving to Cyprus but my daughter started crying because she doesn’t want to move to Cyprus. “I don’t want to leave my friends here. When I go there they will make fun of me because of my Turkish”, she said, she was distressed>
Similar intense feelings of embarrassment and of the fear of being laughed at because of their perceived “deficient” Turkish was echoed by parents who were brought up in London too. Ipek Hanım moved with her family to London from Aksaray in Central Turkey when she was 5 years old. She worked as a secretary in an export-import company where she routinely used business Turkish with clients. She had two children who went to “West London” Turkish school and was actively involved in the school’s managing committee. Ipek Hanım recalls her intense emotional response during visits to Turkey, when she was a child: 
Excerpt 7
Ipek Hanım: I remember when I was young I used to hate every time I went there because I never used to speak, I used to keep quite because I used to be embarrassed at the way I spoke my accent. 
Ipek Hanim’s statement reveals the strong pressure she felt as a child growing up in London and speaking Turkish with an English accent and how this silenced her; it made her “hate” visiting Turkey and “keep[ing] quiet” when she was there. She continues remarking how her accented Turkish still distinguishes her from “native” speakers of Turkish as somebody whose accent cannot be placed; it cannot be associated with a particular place of origin in Turkey:
Excerpt 8
Ipek Hanım: They immediately know I don’t live in Turkey as soon as I say “hello” my way of saying hello they know that I don’t live in Istanbul or Turkey anywhere in Turkey and they ask me where are you from? London, Holland where are you from? And I say London not because I don’t want to just the way I say it probably I say it with an English accent not with a Turkish accent they immediately pick it up
Interviewer: most of the Turkish Cypriots born here they have a strong accent 
Ipek Hanim: I have been mixed up with Cypriots before. I don’t mind being called Cypriot but I say no I am Turkish. “Are you really Turkish”? “Yes I’m really Turkish I have just been in London too long you know”. 
Ipek Hanım’s account echoes Feride Hanim’s discourse of how proficiency in Turkish, including having a local “native” accent, is regarded as a key signifier of Turkish identity, prompting those who meet her for the first time and who are ostensibly “native” speakers to question her “Turkishness”, or assign her a “Cypriot” identity. Francis et al (2009) discuss how children of Chinese heritage in the UK represented their proficiency in Chinese as a key marker of “Chineseness”, and positioned themselves as “full Chinese” as opposed to “not full Chinese” (: 530). In the case of Ipek Hanım above, her use of accented Turkish positions her as “not really Turkish” as opposed to “really Turkish”. Francis et al (2009) go on to refer to “the moral and penalizing discourses of pride/shame, duty/rejection, inclusion/exclusion, proficiency/deficiency underpinning their [the children’s] statements” (: 535).  
Similar mutually exclusive categories seem to emerge in the ways parents’ positioned themselves and their children as well as were positioned by “native” speakers vis-à-vis their children’s and their own proficiency in Turkish and claims to “Turkishness”. These self- and other-positionings reveal that evaluating the children and their own proficiency in Turkish  -in the case of parents who were brought up in the UK- against a “native” speaker norm, however, reproduces “fixed and essentialised notions of identity, ‘authenticity’ and place, which provided no recognition of mobile postcolonial speakers” (Patrick 2007: 127). Moreover, they reveal the semiotic process of fractal recursivity at play: the double opposition between “Turkish as spoken in Turkey” and “accented Turkish” on the one hand and native and non-native speakers of Turkish or “foreigners” on the other hand. In this context, “Turkish spoken in Turkey” and “native” speaker competence become a “natural” pair, which is juxtaposed to another “natural” pair containing “accented Turkish” and non-nativeness or foreignness. 
6. Discussion and conclusion
Starting from the recognition that parents’ perspectives on the community language and identity are often overlooked in the research literature on complementary schools, I sought to examine the different ways parents who were brought up in Turkey, Cyprus and the UK talk about standard Turkish, Cypriot-Turkish and other regional varieties of Turkish in two London Turkish complementary schools. The three semiotic processes of language ideology formation put forth by Irvine and Gal (2000) were useful analytic tools in exploring the discursive processes in question. As the data analysis indicated, parents’ views tended to invoke the privileged status of standard Turkish, which they associated with positive attributes (e.g. “proper/clean”) and positive images of personhood (e.g. “educated”, “knowledgeable”) (excerpts 1-2). This was true for parents brought up in both Turkey and Cyprus, where they had been schooled in standard Turkish and had been exposed, at the time, to powerful language ideologies that privileged the standard. Although these dominant language ideologies appear to be eroding at least in present-day Turkey, they still seem to have purchase among many members of the London Turkish-speaking communities. Indeed, parents’ views reproduced the discourse of the institutional recognition and authority of standard Turkish in complementary school classrooms drawing on the iconic relationship between standard Turkish language use and educated, knowledgeable people. In the transnational London context, Turkish complementary schools were positioned as key vehicles for developing the children’s standard, educated Turkish (excerpt 1). Standard Turkish was also implicitly juxtaposed against Cypriot-Turkish and other regional varieties of Turkish, which were represented as less “proper/clean” and perhaps “polluted” by traces of other linguistic resources (see Blackledge and Creese 2008, 2010 for similar findings in Bengali complementary schools). 
Some parents, especially those brought up in Cyprus who were also politically active in promoting Cypriot-Turkish language, culture and history among the British-born generation, sought to challenge the implicit negative representations of Turkish varieties by voicing an alternative discourse where Cypriot-Turkish was intimately linked to their sense of self and their Turkish-Cypriot roots. Sabahattin Bey’s two accounts of boundary raising around language use shared some characteristics of Georgakopoulou’s “small stories” (2006, Bamberg and Georgakopoulou 2008) seen as an umbrella term that covers among others snatches and fragmentary tellings of the past, on going and hypothetical events. Through the use of reported speech, he recounted his efforts to maintain Cypriot-Turkish within the family in the more recent past as well as with his Turkish-Cypriot friends in Istanbul during his student years in the distant past against the encroachment of the standard (excerpt 3). His second and longer account revealed how Turkish speakers from Turkey sought to erase the linguistic diversity of Turkish by representing his and his friend’s way of speaking as “alien” to Turkish, in this case as Greek. 
Moreover, I investigated parents’ perspectives of their children and of their own Turkish language competence -in the case of parents who were brought up in the UK. The analysis of the data showed that both children and parents compared their competence in Turkish against a “native” speaker norm lodged in Turkey and Cyprus, the families’ places of origin. Parents brought up in the country of origin recounted the feelings of pride they felt when their children were able to pass off as “locals” because of their unaccented Turkish (excerpts 4-5). Parents brought up in the UK, however, recounted the feelings of shame, embarrassment and the fear of ridicule they and their also British-born children often felt about their Turkish with English inflections (excerpts 6-7). Underlying the parents’ “small stories” of encounters in the recent past between themselves or their children and “native” speakers of Turkish are dominant assumptions about what constitutes “straight/normal” ways of speaking Turkish. What seems to emerge is that the linguistic variability of Turkish is erased and the children and parents’ multilingualism is equally absent. Through the use of reported speech, parents recounted how speaking “straight/normal” Turkish was perceived as “being Turkish”. Their accounts revealed the semiotic process of fractal recursivity where Turkish and accented Turkish on the one hand were juxtaposed against native and non-native speakers of Turkish or “foreigners” on the other hand. 
Furthermore, these accounts illustrated how different self- and other- ascriptions of proficiency in Turkish were linked to claims of or lack of “Turkishness”. “Turkishness” was associated with the use of “straight/normal” Turkish and portrayed as a fixed and essentialised quality that somebody either had or did not have (see Blackledge and Creese 2008, 2010 for similar findings in Bengali complementary schools; also Li Wei and Wu 2010 in Chinese complementary schools). This conceptualization of Turkish identity imposed both a limited and limiting understanding of identity associated with a particular nation state that did not account for British-born children and parents’ complex multilingual realities, multiple affiliations and places of belonging in a transnational context. 
Notwithstanding, its circulation had important implications for the children’s experiences in Turkish complementary schools too. In particular, recent research in complementary school classroom discourse has revealed the complex ways children responded to such essentialised notions of the community language, culture and identity during literacy teaching by bringing into the lesson and recontexualising everyday personal, family, peer and community experiences and practices, popular culture references, linguistic and other semiotic resources and genres (see Blackledge and Creese 2009; Creese, Blackledge and Wu 2009; Li Wei and Wu 2009; Lytra 2011). This line of research has illustrated that the children’s responses have the potential to open up discursive spaces for producing more nuanced narratives of belonging and transforming the ideology of homogeneity that seems to characterize much of the teaching and learning in complementary schools.
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